We prove that a Spector{like ultrapower extension N of a countable Solovay model M (where all sets of reals are Lebesgue measurable) is equal to the set of all sets constructible from reals in a generic extension M ] where is a random real over M: The proof involves an almost everywhere uniformization theorem in the Solovay model.
Introduction
Let U be an ultra lter in a transitive model M of ZF: Assume that an ultrapower of M via U is to be de ned. The rst problem we meet is that U may not be an ultra lter in the universe because not all subsets of the index set belong to M .
We can, of course, extend U to a true ultra lter, say U 0 ; but this may cause additional trouble. Indeed, if U is a special ultra lter in M certain properties of which were expected to be exploit, then most probably these properties do not transfer to U 0 ; assume for instance that U is countably complete in M and M itself is countable. Therefore, it is better to keep U rather than any of its extensions in the universe, as the ultra lter.
If M models ZFC; the problem can be solved by taking the inner ultrapower. In other words, we consider only those functions f : I ?! M (where I 2 M is the carrier of U ) which belong to M rather than all functions f 2 M I ; to de ne the ultrapower. This version, however, depends on the axiom of choice in M; otherwise the proofs of the basic facts about ultrapowers (e. g. Lo s' theorem) will not work.
The \choiceless" case can be handled by a sophisticated construction of Spector 1991], which is based on ideas from both forcing and the ultrapower technique. As presented in Kanovei 
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To state the second property, we need to introduce some notation. Let N = ! ! denote the Baire space, the elements of which will be referred to as real numbers or reals.. Let P be a set of pairs such that dom P N (for instance, P N 2 ). We say that a function f de ned on N uniformizes P a.e. (almost everywhere) i the set f 2 dom P : h ; f( )i 6 2 P g has null measure. For example if the projection dom P is a set of null measure in N then any f uniformizes a.e. P; but this case is not interesting. The interesting case is the case when dom P is a set of full measure, and then f a.e. uniformizes P i for almost all ; h ; f( )i 2 P . This property can be expanded (with the loss of the condition that f is Borel) on the sets P which do not necessarily satisfy dom P N . Theorem 3 In M; any set P with dom P M admits an a.e. uniformisation. Proof Let P be an arbitrary set of pairs such that dom P N in M: Property As a rule, we shall use underlined characters f; F; ::: to denote functions de ned on N; while functions de ned on N itself will be denoted in the usual manner. for all i 2 N \ M: Functions r de ned this way will be called P-generic over M: Let us x such a function r for the remainder of this paper.
The set of functions used to de ne the ultrapower We let F be the set of all superpositions f r where 2 r is the generic function xed above while f 2 M is an arbitrary function de ned on N \ M: Notice that in particular any function f 2 M de ned on N \ M is in F : take f( ) = f( ) .
To see that F can be used successfully as the base of an ultrapower of M; we have to check three fundamental conditions formulated in Kanovei The ultrapower Let N = Ult L F be the ultrapower. Thus we de ne: 
